IPC Hosts IPC Day at HYTEK Training Facility in Aalborg, Denmark

On Thursday 21 November 2019, HYTEK, an IPC licensed training center in Denmark, hosted IPC Day Denmark at their training facility in Aalborg, in the northern region of Denmark. This one-day event brought together more than 45 professionals and subject matter experts representing prominent companies from the electronics industry in Denmark.

The main speakers of the event were Philippe Léonard, director of IPC Europe, and Andres Ojalill, IPC Europe standards development manager, who presented and discussed issues related to the development, update and implementation of IPC standards. They presented general information on IPC activities for the electronics industry and discussed how to effectively use IPC standards and how to take an active part in IPC standards development.

Jens Anderssen and Poul Juul, Hytek Master IPC Trainers presented specific information regarding DFX (Design for excellence). This workshop was a great opportunity for Danish industry to connect and expand their knowledge about IPC standards. IPC extended a call to participants to engage more with IPC and join IPC technical committees in order for them to make sure that their needs are taken into account and their voice is heard in an ever-evolving electronics industry.

IPC – Association Connecting Electronics Industries was founded in the United States in 1957, then under the name of the Institute of Printed Circuits, an association of specialists – practitioners from the electronics manufacturing industry. Since its establishment, the association’s goal has been to create standards for the production of electronics – global standards that facilitate communication between the client and the contractor. Continuously updated, these standards are used today by companies around the world.
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